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Tensions and divisions between Arabs, Kurds, Turkmen, and other ethno-religious 

minorities in northern Iraq have become deeply embedded in recent history, and current 

exacerbations reflect the country’s most complex dynamics. There are numerous political, 

socio-economic, and security drivers for conflict between these communities; of these, the 

security driver is the most destabilising. Rivalry between Baghdad and Erbil over control of 

the so-called ‘Disputed Territories’ and the subsequent lack of cooperation between diverse 

security actors on both sides play a central role in ongoing instability. Importantly, the failure 

of both governments to professionalise and integrate their fragmented and polarised security 

forces remains a major stumbling block for stabilisation and recovery.  
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Stabilisation and recovery in Iraq are intimately tied to the structural sustainability and accountability 
of the security apparatus across the country. The Kurdish Peshmerga forces are currently undergoing 
an ambitious process of modernisation and institutionalisation aimed at transforming them into an 

apolitical and professional entity, to the expected benefit of both Erbil and Baghdad. This policy brief 
examines the contours of this process against the backdrop of Iraq’s precarious security landscape and 

offers policy recommendations. 
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The Popular Mobilisation Forces and Their Relations with the Peshmerga       

Created in the summer of 2014 in response to Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani’s religious edict, 

which called upon all able-bodied men to enlist in the ISF and protect the homeland against 

the Islamic State (IS)’s offensive [1], the Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF, Hashd Al-

Sha’abi) evolved rapidly from an ‘emergency barricade’ force into a powerful umbrella 

organization which now includes over 50 different paramilitary formations [2]. Importantly, 

the controversial Hashd Law of November 2016 [3] formally recognised the PMF as a 

legitimate branch of the Iraqi security apparatus [4] and allowed it to transform into a “parallel 

security organization” with its own internal structure and virtual autonomy from the Ministry 

of Defence official chain of command [5]. The recent decision by the Iraqi Government to 

integrate all PMF paramilitaries into the Iraqi army and reign them in through centralised 

control was a welcome development [6]. However, this is unlikely to be an easy process or 

to change the reality of the PMF’s separate structure, organization, and sub-nationalistic 

affiliations. 

Up until October 2017, the Peshmerga and Iraqi security forces (ISF), including the PMFs 

collaborated to provide security over much of the Disputed Territories. All three forces were 

credited with defeating IS and liberating IS-occupied areas. However, these joint operations 

are now a distant memory. Since October of 2017, the Shiite-dominated PMFs have been 

the main security providers within largely non-Shiite populations, which has negatively 

impacted an already volatile security landscape and deepened the malaise and distrust 

within local communities.  

The poor military cooperation between the Peshmerga and PMF within the Disputed 

Territories has created a security vacuum that is vulnerable to exploitation by the newly 

reorganised IS. The latter has abandoned a territorial approach in favour of more elusive 

insurgency tactics, using its various cells to focus on higher quality targets such as local 

politicians, military officers, and tribal leaders [7].  This qualitative change of tactic was 

inherent in the organisation’s strategies, and was adopted by its progenitor organization, the 

Islamic State in Iraq, during its ascent in 2012-2013 [8].  Therefore, in light of IS capability, 

the current security void, and increasing social grievances among local populations, the 

possibility of an all-out IS resurgence should not be underestimated nor dismissed. 
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Baghdad-Erbil Relations 

Despite the limited but significant military confrontation of October 2017 and the subsequent 

lack of cooperation between security forces [9], relations between Baghdad and Erbil, and 

between the Peshmerga and ISF (not necessarily PMF), have been steadily improving over 

the last few months [10].  In December 2018, the new Iraqi Prime Minister, Adel Abdul Mahdi, 

ordered the reactivation of the Joint Coordination Committee to ensure proper coordination 

between the Peshmerga and ISF in the Disputed Territories [11]. Led by officers from the 

Iraqi Defence Ministry and the KRG Peshmerga Ministry, the Committee recently conducted 

a survey of the disputed areas to determine the best redeployment sites for their respective 

forces in preparation for joint military operations against IS, and established five 

subcommittees to oversee security in Kirkuk, Salahaddin, Diyala, Makhmour, and the 

hinterland of Mosul [12].  In January, the new federal government partially resolved a budget 

dispute with the KRG by paying the salary of the Peshmerga and other public employees in 

the Kurdistan Region; this decision paved the way for promising – albeit limited – 

cooperation in the military sphere [13-15].  

In recent months, institutional contact between the two sides has steadily intensified, with 

Iraqi military delegations paying several visits to Erbil and to KRI-based military academies. 

One such visit, on April 16, 2019, involved high level officials from the Federal Ministry of 

Defence (MoD) [16].  

Nevertheless, periodic meetings alone, whilst symbolically relevant, are only the first step 

towards a full normalisation of Iraq’s security apparatus. Indeed, present relations between 

the respective security forces suggest only a partial rapprochement. Baghdad and Erbil need 

to reactivate the ‘Combined Security Mechanism’ [17] which was introduced in 2009 under 

the auspices of US General Raymond Odierno but then suspended, in 2013, amidst rising 

tensions between Baghdad and Erbil. This mechanism constituted an effective platform for 

military cooperation and security coordination within the Disputed Territories. 

Finally, a key to state-building and stabilisation in Iraq, KRI, and the Disputed Territories lies 

in institutional reform of the fragmented ISF, PMF, and Peshmerga forces. The Kurdistan 

Regional Government (KRG) has embarked on the important process of institutionalising 

and modernising its disparate forces, but the process of integrating PMFs within the ISF has 

yet to begin.   
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Peshmerga Reform 

Since the inception of the Kurdistan autonomous region in 1992, Kurdish armed groups 

(collectively named the Peshmerga) have increased their level of professionalism. Still, the 

modernisation of their military capabilities has not been accompanied by concomitant 

progress in depoliticisation and institutionalisation. In fact, a single and unified Peshmerga 

military apparatus still remains a mirage. This reality is rooted in decades of contentious 

political discourse in which the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and Patriotic Union of 

Kurdistan (PUK) have tirelessly striven for primacy. The official re-establishment of the 

unified Ministry of Peshmerga Affairs in 2006, which was favoured by the overall KRG 

Unification Agreement of the same year [18], took more than three years to be fully formed. 

In January 2010, the Ministry of Peshmerga Affairs created the first integrated Peshmerga 

brigade, called a Regional Guard Brigade (RGB) [19]. Three more RGBs were formed in 

March of the same year. However, KRI’s internal security (Assaysh) and intelligence 

(Parastin-KDP/Zenyari-PUK) agencies remained under the control of the political parties 

[20]. Importantly, in April 2010, the Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri Al-Maliki officially recognised 

the four RGBs as full members of the Iraqi Security Forces, thereby allowing their training 

and incorporation under the oversight of the United States Forces in Iraq. In addition, Al-

Maliki endorsed the creation of the KRG’s and Federal MoD’s liaison offices in Baghdad and 

Erbil, as well as a series of new initiatives and agreements, to promote cooperation and 

training between the respective security forces [21].  

A total of 14 ostensibly apolitical RGBs were eventually formed, comprising 40,000 KDP and 

PUK fighters. Nonetheless, while these integrated brigades have been nominally under KRG 

Ministerial control since 2014, their “command structure still remains organised according to 

party affiliations,” with the commander and his deputy each affiliated with a different party 

[22]. The structural fragmentation and consequent instability of the RGBs became apparent 

when Iraqi forces advanced towards Kirkuk and other disputed territories in October 2017, 

and eight out of the fourteen Peshmerga brigades [23] split along party lines [24].  

Overall, however, attempts to depoliticise the Peshmerga forces have been repeatedly 

resisted by the political élite, who rely on the political affiliations of Peshmerga units to 

consolidate and maintain power. 
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The 35 Point Plan 

Currently, the Ministry of Peshmerga is implementing an ambitious reform initiative based 

on a 35-point plan (now refined to 31 points), which was jointly developed with the US, UK, 

and Germany. This reform is designed to restructure all the Peshmerga Forces and bring 

them under the sole authority of the Ministry [25]. Doubly focused on military capacity and 

defence institution-building, the process depends on several key “enabling projects”:  

 the creation of a Reform Directorate, tasked with the oversight of reforms. 

 the development of both a Regional Defence Strategy and a Future Operating 

Concept, intended “to provide a blueprint for the future Peshmerga and a unifying 

purpose for all reform activities.” 

 the fostering of a deeper military cooperation with the Iraqi government [26], 

particularly in the Disputed Territories. 

 the introduction of an electronic system for registration and salary payment, designed 

to tackle the problems of absenteeism and ‘ghost soldiers.’  

 a review of all legislation concerning the structure and power of the Peshmerga 

Ministry [27]. 

Still, while international support remains pivotal for continuing institutionalisation, the 

Peshmerga’s overreliance on foreign assistance appears neither sustainable nor realistic in 

the long term [28].  

Conclusion  

Greater emphasis on the implementation of the 31-point plan is needed, as the Peshmerga’s 

level of institutionalisation remains too low. The political and military decision-making 

spheres in the KRI remain deeply intertwined, to the evident detriment of both. The 

Peshmerga, and the KRG more generally, need a stable institutional framework in which the 

distinction between the military and political spheres is clearly delineated, while the authority 

and independence of each is preserved. 

A word of caution is appropriate, however. The KRI authorities and international 

stakeholders should better define the ultimate goal of the Peshmerga’s reform process. Is it 

in the best interest of Iraq, or the KRI alone? The possibility of new confrontation between 

Baghdad and Erbil is not as remote as their recently improved relationship might suggest. 

Since the ultimate goal must remain a full-fledged reconciliation between Iraq’s various 

communities, an effective integration of the Peshmerga into the federal military architecture 
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should be understood as a necessary precursor to sustainable security sector reform and 

long term stability.  

 

Policy Recommendations  

1. To Baghdad and Erbil  

a. Given the politicised nature of the security and defence sectors, any reform process 

requires sincere commitment from the KRG and Federal Government institutions and 

their decision-makers, which only a stable and unbiased political environment can 

facilitate.  

b. Any form of rivalry or internal distrust among the political establishment and its 

institutions can seriously undermine the prospect of reform from the outset. 

Therefore, clear mechanisms for the prevention and management of such rivalry 

must be put in place. 

c. Reconciliation efforts between Baghdad and Erbil should be based on a clear and 

solid bilateral framework which includes compromise among its key principles. A do 

ut des approach should then unfold, providing both entities with a fair amount of 

bargaining power. Arguably, a good start may be to clarify the Peshmerga’s status 

and role within the federal military apparatus, and to advocate for genuine integration 

in exchange for the Iraqi Defense Ministry’s commitment to train and pay the salaries 

of the Peshmerga regularly [29].  

d. The Combined Security Mechanism has been praised by all high-ranking Peshmerga 

officials interviewed for this study, due to the fact that it “ushered in fruitful and positive 

relations with the Iraqi counterpart for at least four years” [30]. Its restoration, 

therefore, would represent not only a crucial step toward reconciliation between the 

Federal and Kurdish military forces, but also a positive gesture toward fostering 

peaceful coexistence within local communities.  

e. The Joint Security Architecture in the Disputed Territories should be reinstated, 

including shared check-points, joint patrolling, and joint coordination at the command 

and control level. 
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2. Peshmerga Reform 

f. In order to succeed, the Peshmerga’s process of institutionalisation and 

modernisation should go hand in hand with a renewed effort by the KRG to improve 

its relationship with the Iraqi Government and the ISF. Recent developments seem 

promising, but deeper bilateral engagement, between both policy makers and military 

officials, is needed.  

g. The Peshmerga’s reform process must be guided by a precise and fully mutual 

strategic vision based on long-term objectives. The aim is to create a roadmap which 

might enable future planning and provide a unifying purpose for the various parties 

involved. 

h. Given the long-term nature of security sector reform, both the KRI and Iraqi 

authorities, along with their international partners, must uphold their respective 

commitments. 

i. Security sector reforms should be transparent and inclusive. This means that 

concrete communication channels and a platform for dialogue with the broader 

society must be established, prioritising the involvement of civil society actors and 

respecting solid gender-balance parameters.  

j. Transparency and accountability represent the ultimate objectives for the reform 

process. From a technical point of view, a simple step-by-step approach is preferable, 

for it allows institutions to adapt more gradually to necessary reforms. Resource 

allocation by stakeholders should also be tailored to the different phases of the 

process.  
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